
Uric leaned on his sword and breathed heavily, it felt as if his lungs were on fire, sweat 
stung his eyes and the clothes beneath his cured leather and mail armor was soaked in 
blood from the many cuts he’d suffered. His left arm hang limp and numb at his side, 
probably broken he thought, hopefully a clean break, a desperate hope he knew, but he 
didn’t want to think about the alternative. 

Only five of his squad were still with the living, Raging Ben stood over Tully’s broken body 
his huge frame shaking in silent weeping, his massive warhammer dangling impotently on 
his back. Will and Fingers stood to one side in quiet conversation, the scouts black leather 
torn and cut, blood seeping from the wounds as he bandaged the gushing gash on Will’s 
head. Faroon sat, her face pale and blue eyes empty, staring at the broken scimitar in her 
lap. By the look of it it was Dawn, leaving it’s twin Dusk without its sibling, Uric could only 
imagine the pain this brouht the Ashari. Hell she’d basically thought the damned things 
were magic, and now that magic was broken. Lastly there was Throm. He sat as he 
always did after battle, hands on his knees, eyes closed and tattooed face turned down, 
his sword shoved in to the ground before him, in silent prayer to the harsh and unforgiving 
gods of his northern home. That was it. This was all that remained of a company of twenty. 
The rest lay strewn about the plain, their blood sprayed across the grass and guts and 
limbs strewn about for the crows to feast on. The sight of his company slaughtered and the 
smell of entrails and blood almost made Uric vomit, so he forced his eyes away from the 
carnage and looked over to their attackers. 

Two of them lay dead in the grass but the third was still alive, it sat slumped over leaning 
against its dead war horse, amber liquid was flowing from a a cut right across its abdomen, 
the sword had bit through the black ringmail and dark leather armour and all but gutted the 
warrior. And there it sat, golden sap flowing across its dusky blue skin, a Je’asai in the very 
flesh. Uric had never seen a Je’asai, in fact almost noone in the Empire ever had. He’d 
heard the stories of course, of the Wraithwars before the founding of the Empire, how the 
Clans had united under the banner of Yorak of the Hounds to drive away the Asai 
invaders, how the Empire had been forged in the blood and fire of decades of war with an 
invader as powerfull and ruthless as any of the peoples of the west had ever faced. And 
then there were the rumors of course, from those who had returned from the far reaches 
beyond Leviathans fangs claiming to have seen and met the wraiths on the vast plains at 
the end of the world, and more recently hushed rumors of Je’asai raiders at the very edges 
of the Weary. And now here they were, no longer ghosts at the edges of civilization but 
suddenly real and within the borders of the Empire itself. And there was no doubt, the 
stories of their martial prowess and ferocity had been true, his dead fifteen to their three 
spoke well and true of that. High above he heard the cawing of the crows as they gathered 
for the feast.

He snapped to as the Je’asai coughed and looked up at him. He’d been a soldier all his 
life and he’d seen more men die than he cared recount, he’d seen fear, confusion and 
hatred in their eyes, heard them scream in pain or curse his name but in the black eyes of 
the Je’asai he saw none of that, what he saw reflected in those black pools was nothing 
but arrogant disdain, as if his very existence was an afront to the world. The wraith spoke, 
its voice cold as frost. 

”You think this a victory soldier?”

The question hung between them, Uric didn’t know what to answer. The Je’asai laughed, it 
sounded like ice breaking.



”Tell this to the ones holding your leash dog: When the Bloodmoon leads the great horde 
to your lands, when the Son of Dusk descends upon you, we will drown your people in 
blood and fire, we will bury your cities in dust and ash, the thunder of our horses will shake 
the very foundations of your kingdoms and the wailing of your dying will rend the skies. 
Mark this day soldier for the horde approaches and the dusk grows restless.”

The Je’asai leaned back on his horse and closed his eyes, smiling as his life left him.


